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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of minimum
buffer size evaluation of an OpenFlow system in software-defined
networks (SDNs), while ensuring optimum packet waiting time.
The problem is important, as OpenFlow is one of the popu-
lar southbound application programing interfaces, which enables
controller–switch interaction. The related existing literature ad-
dresses schemes on enhancement and packet flow in an OpenFlow
system. However, there is a need to analyze the optimum buffer
size of an OpenFlow switch, for ensuring the quality-of-service of
SDNs. In this paper, we propose an analytical scheme for buffer
bound evaluation of an OpenFlow system, named OPUS. Addi-
tionally, we propose a queuing scheme for an OpenFlow system—
C-M/M/1/K/∞ queuing model—based on the OpenFlow specifica-
tion version 1.5.0. Further, we calculate the minimum buffer size re-
quirement of an OpenFlow switch, theoretically. Simulation-based
analysis exhibits that with two times increase in packet process-
ing rate, the packet arrival rate can be increased by 26.15–30.4%.
We infer that for an OpenFlow system, the minimum buffer size
is 0.75 million packets with the maximum packet arrival and the
minimum processing rate of 0.20–0.25 million packets per second
(mpps) and 0.03–0.35 mpps, respectively, and the maximum packet
waiting time is 0.173–0.249 s.

Index Terms—Analytical evaluation, buffer size, OpenFlow,
queuing theory, software-defined network (SDN).

I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE-defined networks (SDNs) decouple the net-
work control, and the packet forwarding and processing

tasks [1] into the control and the data planes. The control plane
includes northbound and southbound application programing
interfaces (APIs). Presently, OpenFlow is one of the popular
southbound APIs for controller–switch interaction in the SDN
architecture. In OpenFlow systems, an OpenFlow switch con-
tains one or more flow-tables to store packet forwarding rules.
The flow-tables are of two types such as ingress and egress flow-
tables. Each flow-table contains a set of flow rules. On the other
hand, ingress buffers are associated with a finite buffer to store
the incoming packets. From each ingress buffer, the packet gets
forwarded to match against the flow-table entries. After finding
the match in the ingress flow-table, each packet gets forwarded
to the egress flow-table, if the egress flag of the packet is set.
Thereafter, the packets get forwarded to the output port.
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In the existing literature, researchers proposed different
schemes and architecture for SDNs, viz., [1]–[4], which are sup-
ported by the OpenFlow protocol and switches. The proposed
approaches depend on optimum values of buffer size, packet ar-
rival, and processing rates. To the best of our knowledge, in the
existing literature, there is no analytical model on the evaluation
of the minimum buffer size of an OpenFlow switch in OpenFlow
systems. There is a need for an analytical model to evaluate the
minimum buffer size requirement of an OpenFlow switch for
ensuring quality-of-service with the minimum packet drop in
OpenFlow systems. The model is to be used for evaluating the
maximum arrival rate, the minimum processing rate, and the
minimum buffer size of an OpenFlow switch. Moreover, the an-
alytical model estimates the maximum packet waiting time in an
OpenFlow switch. In this work, we model packet flow through
an OpenFlow switch as a Markovian process. Hence, we con-
sider that the packet arrival to an OpenFlow switch as a Poisson
arrival process. Additionally, we consider that the service time of
each packet at the OpenFlow switch follows an exponential dis-
tribution [5]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first queu-
ing theory-based model for evaluating the optimum buffer size of
an OpenFlow switch-based system with multiple ingress buffers.

We evaluate the optimum values of different performance
metrics such as buffer size, packet arrival and processing rates,
and packet waiting time, in case of packet flow through an
OpenFlow switch-based system. The primary contributions of
our work are summarized below.

1) Initially, a queuing theory-based analytical scheme,
named OPUS, based on the existing OpenFlow protocol
[6] is developed. This model depicts events such as the
packet arriving at an ingress port, packets getting queued
at ingress buffers, and packets getting processed by an
OpenFlow switch in OpenFlow systems.

2) We perform a queuing theory analysis of the proposed
model, OPUS. Based on the analysis, we comment on
different events such as the optimum buffer size, traffic
intensity, and the packet waiting time.

3) Finally, in a simulated environment, we estimated the
optimal value of buffer size, and the packet arrival and
processing rates of an OpenFlow switch-based system.
Additionally, we evaluated the maximum packet waiting
time of an OpenFlow switch in OpenFlow systems.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section gives an overview of the related work. The
existing literature are discussed in different categories—
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1) enhancement of OpenFlow-enabled networks, 2) perfor-
mance analysis of OpenFlow-enabled networks, and 3) analysis
of buffer behavior in other domains of networking.

Meiners et al. [4] proposed a technique to compress flow-
table entries and increase storage space in an OpenFlow switch.
Congdon et al. [2] presented a per-port optimization method to
reduce switch latency and power consumption. In another work,
Mogul et al. [7] suggested a hashing-based method to reduce
flow-table lookups in an OpenFlow switch. Reitblatt et al. [8]
addressed the issues of consistent network updates. The authors
proposed a set of abstract operations to change the network
configuration such that each incoming packet follows either the
old configuration or the new one. Wang et al. [9] proposed a
network storage approach without any physical storage with
the help of SDN. Li et al. [10] reduced the communication
overhead of SDN, while using buffer in an SDN switch, and
proposed to store the packet header instead of the entire packet.
Bera et al. [11] proposed an SDN-based wireless sensor network
for provisioning application-aware service in Internet of Things.
Hayes et al. [12] studied the traffic-classification in SDN. Katta
et al. [3] addressed the tradeoff between network update duration
and rule-space overhead.

Although there exist prior works dealing with different as-
pects of SDN and OpenFlow, very few works focus on perfor-
mance analysis of OpenFlow enabled networks. Jarschel et al.
[13] modeled the OpenFlow architecture as an M/M/1 forward
queuing system and an M/M/1-S feedback queuing system. This
model analyzes the probability of packet drop and estimates the
total sojourn time of a packet as well as the delay at an Open-
Flow switch-based system, while assuming an infinite buffer
size per switch. As this work is based on OpenFlow protocol
version 1.0.0, the authors considered that there exists a sin-
gle flow-table per OpenFlow switch. However, according to
the OpenFlow version 1.5.0 [6], each switch has one or more
flow-tables. Metter et al. [14] proposed an M/M/∞ queuing
model-based analytical model to analyze a tradeoff between
signaling rate and switch table occupancy and calculate an opti-
mum flow-rule time-out period. In another work, Azodolmolky
et al. [15] proposed a network calculus-based model for SDN.
This model depicts controller–switch interaction and performs
an analysis of network performance from the perspective of
an SDN controller. Bianco et al. [16] compared the perfor-
mance of OpenFlow system with link layer Ethernet switching,
and network layer IP routing. The authors used the forward-
ing throughput and the packet latency as major performance
indicators.

The buffer behavior has been modeled in several exist-
ing works. Luan [17] analyzed buffer behavior in data center
networks. Manoj et al. [18] analyzed the performance of a
buffer-aided multihop relaying system having multiple clus-
ters of relays with buffers using Markov chain. Lai et al. [19]
proposed a multimedia streaming approach for SDN-enabled
5G network, while considering the mobility and buffer avail-
ability information. Sharma et al. [20] studied the effect of
buffer size in opportunistic networks. Average buffer size in
intermittently connected networks has been estimated by Cello
et al. [21]. Similarly, there is a need for queuing theory-based

Fig. 1. OpenFlow switch with C ingress ports/buffers.

Fig. 2. Ingress port/buffer i of an OpenFlow switch.

Markovian analysis of an OpenFlow switch with limited buffer
size in OpenFlow systems.

Synthesis: We infer that there exist a few research works on
performance modeling of an OpenFlow-enabled network. Ad-
ditionally, some of the works explore different aspects of an
OpenFlow switch-based system. Although the buffer behavior
has been analyzed in several domains, there is a need to model
buffer behavior of an OpenFlow switch. Additionally, an ana-
lytical model for buffer size bound evaluation of an OpenFlow
switch is in demand.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the architecture of an OpenFlow
switch-based system in SDNs. According to the OpenFlow spec-
ification version 1.5.0 [6], in an OpenFlow switch, there exist
multiple ingress and output ports. Each incoming packet is di-
rected to an ingress port based on the port number embedded
in the packet. We consider that there are C ingress ports in
an OpenFlow switch, as shown in Fig. 1. Each ingress port
i ∈ [1, C] has a fixed size of buffer, which is denoted as Ki , as
shown in Fig. 2. At ingress port i, the mean packet arrival rate
and the mean packet processing rate are denoted as λi and µi ,
respectively. Hence, the traffic intensity of buffer i in an Open-
Flow switch is defined as λi

µi
. The packets from each buffer are

processed against the same set of flow-rules. According to the
OpenFlow specification version 1.5.0, multiple flow-tables ex-
ist in an OpenFlow switch. After reaching an OpenFlow switch,
each packet gets forwarded to one of the available ingress ports,
e.g., ingress port i. Thereafter, it gets queued in the buffer of the
ingress port i, i.e., queued at state bm,i , where m ∈ [0,Ki). We
consider that packet processing at an OpenFlow switch follows
Markovian Process.
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A. Markovian Process: The Justification

We studied the behavior of an OpenFlow switch using Marko-
vian model [5], as it follows the following Markov properties:

1) Each packet is processed individually, and the behavior of
an OpenFlow switch is memoryless.

2) Packet processing in an OpenFlow switch is a stochas-
tic process having Markov properties, as the conditional
probability distribution of the future state depends only
on the present state, not on the series of states followed in
past.

We consider that a packet gets queued at state X0 , and fol-
lows the sequence X0 → X1 → · · · → Xt , where Xt defines
the state of the packet at time instant t. Therefore, at time in-
stant (t + 1), the probability of the packet to be in state Xt+1 is
defined as P [Xt+1 |Xt,Xt−1 , . . . , X2 ,X1 ,X0 ] = P [Xt+1 |Xt ],
where Xt , Xt−1 , and Xt+1 are the present, immediate past, and
future state of a Markovian process, respectively. We consider
that the packet arrival rate and the time between arrivals follow
Poisson distribution and exponential distribution, respectively,
as given in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: Considering that the packet processing at an
OpenFlow switch follows the Markovian process, the arrival
of packets and the time between arrivals follow Poisson distri-
bution and exponential distribution, respectively.

Proof: Motivated by Chapman–Kolmogorov dynamics
[5], we consider that in an infinitesimal time duration (t, t + Δt),
the mutually exclusive and exhaustive events may occur such as
1) one packet arrives to the buffer of an OpenFlow switch, 2)
one packet gets processed and no packet arrival in an OpenFlow
switch, and 3) the number of packets in the buffer remains the
same. Based on these events, the rate of change in packet flow,
dpm , i

dt , at mth state of buffer i is defined as follows:

dpm,i(t)
dt

=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

−(λm,i + µm,i)pm,i(t) + λ(m−1),ip(m−1),i(t)
+µ(m+1),ip(m+1),i(t), if m ≥ 1
−λ0,ip0,i(t) + µ1,ip1,i(t), if m = 0

.

(1)

By solving (1), we get that the probability of packet getting
queued at the ingress buffer of an OpenFlow switch follows
the Poisson distribution. On the other hand, the time between
arrivals follows the exponential distribution.

B. Packet Flow Through an OpenFlow Switch

Initially, the incoming packets get queued at the ingress
buffers. Thereafter, from b0,i of the buffer, each packet enters the
ingress flow-table for rule matching, as mentioned in OpenFlow
version 1.5.0 [6]. If there is a table hit, then the packet fol-
lows the action mentioned in the corresponding matched rule.
The action can be one of these— 1) the packet goes to another
ingress flow-table having higher index than the current index of
the ingress flow-table; 2) the packet enters an egress flow-table,
if the egress flag of the packet is set; and 3) the packet goes to the
output port or gets dropped, according to the action mentioned
in the matched flow rule.

In case of table miss, the action can be one of these—1) the
packet gets forwarded to the next flow-table, 2) the packets get
forwarded to the controller, according to the table-miss entry,
and 3) the packet may get dropped, if either the action in the
miss flow entry is to drop packet, or there is no table-miss entry.

We consider that, on an average, each packet gets processed
by an OpenFlow switch in 1

µi
time units. Based on this observa-

tion, we model the buffer at each ingress port of an OpenFlow
switch as the M/M/1/K/∞ model. Additionally, we consider
that there are C ingress ports in an OpenFlow switch. There-
fore, in OPUS, we present the queuing model in an OpenFlow
switch as C-M/M/1/K/∞ Queuing Model, which is discussed in
Section IV.

IV. OPUS SCHEME: C-M/M/1/K/∞ QUEUE

In OPUS, we consider that there are C number of ingress
ports. In other words, there are C number of ingress buffers.
Each packet can be queued at any of the C ingress buffers based
on the ingress port mentioned in the packet. We consider that a
packet can be forwarded to the ingress buffer i with probability
pi . Therefore, we get —

∑C
i=1 pi = 1.

We consider that Ki denotes the size of the buffer i. We
define each position in the buffer as a state. Therefore, the mth
state of buffer i means the mth position of buffer i. At any
infinitesimal time interval dt, the packets can enter the state m
of buffer i in two distinct events—1) new packets are added to the
queue at the arrival rate of λ(m−1),i , i.e., state transition follows
[b(m−1),i → bm,i ] at a rate of λ(m−1),i and 2) queued packets get
processed by the system at a rate of µ(m+1),i , i.e., state transition
follows [b(m+1),i → bm,i ] at a rate of µ(m+1),i . Therefore, in
dt time interval, the incoming packet flow, IPm,i , in the mth
state of buffer i is defined as IPm,i = p(m−1),iλ(m−1),idt +
p(m+1),iµ(m+1),idt.

On the other hand, at infinitesimal time interval dt, the packets
can leave from the state m of buffer i in two distinct events:
1) new packets are added to the queue at the arrival rate of
λm,i . State transition follows [bm,i → b(m+1),i ] at the rate of
λm,i and 2) queued packets get processed by the system at the
rate of µm,i , i.e., state transition follows [bm,i → b(m−1),i ] at
a rate of µm,i . Therefore, outgoing packet flow, OPm,i , in dt
time interval from mth state of buffer i is defined as OPm,i =
pm,iλm,idt + pm,iµm,idt. Hence, considering that dpm , i

dt = 0,
we get

g(m−1),i = gm,i = constant (2)

where gm,i = pm,iλm,i − p(m+1),iµ(m+1),i . Therefore, from
(1), we get

pm,i = p0,i

m−1∏

j=0

λj , i

µ ( j + 1 ) , i
∀m ∈ (0,Ki ]. (3)

As per OpenFlow specification version 1.5.0 [6], the packets
from different ingress buffers get matched against the flow-table
entries, simultaneously. Therefore, the packet processing rate of
the system is fixed for an OpenFlow switch-based system. The
packet processing rate of buffer i is denoted as follows:

µm,i = µ ∀m ∈ [0,Ki ] and ∀i ∈ [1, C] (4)
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where µ is a constant for an OpenFlow switch-based system.
On the other hand, the packet arrival rate varies for each buffer
i. Therefore, the packet arrival rate for buffer i is denoted as
follows:

λm,i =

{
λi ∀m ∈ [0,Ki)
0 otherwise

(5)

where λi is the packet arrival rate for buffer i. Additionally,
according to the Poisson’s splitting rule [22], we get

∑C
i=1 λi =

λ and λi = piλ. Based on (4) and (5), the probability of an
arrived packet to be at the mth state of buffer i, pm,i , is redefined
as follows:

pm,i = p0,i

m−1∏

j=0

λi

µ = p0,i

(
λi

µ

)m

. (6)

Therefore, considering
Ki∑

m=0
pm,i = pi , from (6), we evaluate

the probability of an arrived packet to be in the 0th state of buffer
i, i.e., p0,i , as follows:

p0,i = pi

[
1− λi

µ

1−( λi
µ )K i + 1

]

. (7)

Using OPUS, we measure the performance of an Open-
Flow switch-based system based on the following parameters:
1) expected number of packets in the system associated with an
ingress buffer i of an OpenFlow switch; 2) expected number of
packets queued at an ingress buffer i of an OpenFlow switch; 3)
expected waiting time of a packet in the system of an OpenFlow
switch; and 4) expected waiting time of a packet in buffer i of
an OpenFlow switch.

The expected number of packets in the system for buffer i,
denoted by Ls,i , is expressed as follows:

Ls,i =
Ki∑

m=0
mpm,i = pi

(
λi

µ

)
[

1−[1+Ki (1− λi
µ )]( λi

µ )K i

(1− λi
µ )

[
1−( λi

µ )K i + 1 ]

]

.

(8)

The expected number of packets in the buffer i is denoted
by Lq ,i . The expected number of packets in service, which is
the number of packets getting matched against the ingress and
egress flow-table entries, is denoted as Lpr,i . We calculate Lpr,i

as the probability that the processing unit of OpenFlow switch

is busy, and expressed as Lpr,i = pi

(
λi

µ

)
.

Therefore, Lq ,i is expressed as follows:

Lq ,i = pi

(
λi

µ

) [
λi
µ

1− λi
µ

− (Ki +1)( λi
µ )K i

1−( λi
µ )K i + 1

]

. (9)

Based on (9), the maximum buffer size and the maximum
packet traffic intensity of buffer i of an OpenFlow switch are
evaluated in Theorems 2 and 3, respectively.

Theorem 2: For a fixed packet traffic intensity, λi

µ , of buffer
i, the maximum buffer size, Ki , needs to satisfy the following
constraint:

(Ki + 1) ln
(

λi

µ

)
+ 1 =

(
λi

µ

)Ki +1
. (10)

Proof: Considering that traffic intensity is fixed, we need to
evaluate the maximum buffer size Lmax

q ,i required for minimizing
the packet drop rate. Mathematically

Lmax
q ,i = max

Ki

Lq ,i . (11)

Hence, we take the first-order derivative of Lq ,i with respect
to Ki and put dLq , i

dKi
= 0. Thereafter, considering that λi

µ �= 1 and
pi �= 0, we get (10).

Additionally, performing second-order derivative ofLq ,i with

respect to Ki , we get that (1 − ( λi

µ )Ki +1) > 0 and d2 Lq , i

dKi
2 < 0.

Hence, we argue that for a fixed packet arrival intensity, the
maximum value of Ki holds the constraint mentioned in (10).
�

Theorem 3: For a fixed buffer size, Ki , of buffer i, the max-
imum packet traffic intensity, λi

µ , needs to satisfy the following
constraint:

[
1−( λi

µ )k i + 1

1−( λi
µ )

]2

= (ki + 1)2
[
( λi

µ )k i −1

2−( λi
µ )

]

. (12)

Proof: Considering that buffer size is fixed, our
objective is

maxLq ,i (13)

while satisfying the constraint that λi

µ < 1. Hence, taking the

first-order derivative of Lq ,i with respect to λi

µ and consider-

ing dLq , i

d( λi
µ ) = 0, λi

µ �= 0, and pi �= 0, we get the condition for

optimum value of λi

µ as mentioned in (12).
Additionally, performing the second-order derivative of Lq ,i

with respect to Ki , we argue that the maximum packet traffic
intensity, λi

µ , follows the constraint given in (12), while taking
into consideration that the following inequality holds:

(Ki + 1)2

√

( λi
µ )k i −1

2− λi
µ

≤ Ki + (Ki + 2)
(

λi

µ

)ki +1
. (14)

We define the waiting time of a packet in an OpenFlow switch
as the time unit spent by a packet in an OpenFlow switch before
leaving the output port. Therefore, the expected waiting time of
a packet directed to buffer i in an OpenFlow switch, Ws,i , is
defined as Ws,i = Ls , i

λi
.

We define the waiting time at buffer i as the time unit spent by
a packet in an OpenFlow switch before entering into the ingress
flow-table. The expected waiting time of a packet at buffer i of
an OpenFlow switch, Wq ,i , is defined as Wq ,i = Lq , i

λi
.

V. CASE STUDY

We considered two cases: 1) single ingress port, i.e.,
C = 1 and 2) C ingress ports with equal packet traffic intensity,
where C ≥ 2. These cases are discussed briefly in the following
section.

A. Case I : C = 1

We consider that in an OpenFlow switch, there is a single
ingress port. In other words, the number of ingress buffer is
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1, i.e., C = 1. Hence, the expected number of packets in the
system, Ls,1 , and in the buffer, Lq ,1 , are as follows:

Ls,1 =
(

λ
µ

)
[

1−[1+K (1− λ
µ )]( λ

µ )K

(1− λ
µ )

[
1−( λ

µ )K + 1 ]

]

(15)

Lq ,1 =
(

λ
µ

) [
λ
µ

1− λ
µ

− (K +1)( λ
µ )K

1−( λ
µ )K + 1

]

(16)

where λ and µ are the average packet arrival rate and service rate,
respectively, of an OpenFlow switch, and K defines the buffer
size of the ingress port. Additionally, the expected waiting time
of a packet in an OpenFlow switch before reaching the output
port,Ws,1 , and the waiting time at ingress buffer of an OpenFlow
switch, Wq ,1 , are defined as follows:

Ws,1 = Ls , 1
λ

and Wq ,1 = Lq , 1
λ

. (17)

B. Case II : C ≥ 2

We consider that there are at least two ingress ports (C ≥ 2) in
an OpenFlow buffer. Additionally, we consider that each arrived
packet has an equal probability of being at any of the available
ingress port or buffer. Therefore, the probability of a packet
being queued at buffer i, pi , is 1

C

Ls,i = λ
C 2 µ

[
1−[1+K (1− λ

C µ )]( λ
C µ )K

(1− λ
C µ )

[
1−( λ

C µ )K + 1 ]

]

(18)

Lq ,i = λ
C 2 µ

[
λ

C µ

1− λ
C µ

− (K +1)( λ
C µ )K

1−( λ
C µ )K + 1

]

(19)

where λ1 = · · · = λC = λ
C and K1 = · · · = KC = K. Hence,

λ and K are constants for a specific OpenFlow switch. Addi-
tionally, the expected waiting time of a packet in an OpenFlow
switch before reaching output port, Ws,i , and the waiting time
at ingress buffer i of an OpenFlow switch, Wq ,i , are defined as
follows:

Ws,i = Ls,i
C
λ

and Wq ,i = Lq ,i
C
λ

(20)

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we analyze the required buffer size of an
OpenFlow switch-based system with varying packet arrival and
processing rate in SDN. We evaluate the performance of the
proposed OPUS scheme for an OpenFlow switch, based on
the parameters such as maximum arrival rate, minimum buffer
size, and maximum waiting time. Generic test-bed information
for OPUS is provided in Table I. For simplicity, we evaluate
the buffer size requirement of a single OpenFlow switch in
SDN. Additionally, we consider that each packet gets queued
at buffer i ∈ [1, C] of an OpenFlow switch with a probability
pi . We consider that each packet selects a buffer, i.e., queue, i,
randomly.

1) Simulation Parameters: We simulated the performance of
an OpenFlow switch-based system in SDN, where each Open-
Flow switch has multiple number of queues such as 2 and 6, as
mentioned in Table II. The total size of buffer for each Open-
Flow switch is varied in 0.5–1 million packets (mp). On the other

TABLE I
SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

hand, the packet processing rate is varied in 0.01–0.05 million
packets per seconds (mpps), as mentioned in Table II. The size
of each packet is considered as 1500 B[15]. We simulate OPUS
for different simulation durations: 25, 50, 75, 100 ms.

2) Performance Metrics: We evaluated the performance of an
OpenFlow switch with different number of queues or buffers
such as 2, 6, 10, in the proposed C-M/M/1/K/∞ queue-based
scheme, OPUS, while considering the following parameters:

Maximum Arrival Rate (ArrRate): The maximum arrival rate
depends on the average buffer size and the maximum processing
rate. It varies proportionally with the average buffer size of an
OpenFlow switch. Additionally, the maximum arrival rate varies
proportionally with the number of buffers and the processing
rate of an OpenFlow switch.

Minimum Buffer Size (BuffSize): The OpenFlow switches
have ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM), which are
costly. Hence, we need to evaluate the minimum buffer size
requirement of an OpenFlow switch for an optimum traffic in-
tensity.

Maximum Waiting Time: The performance of an OpenFlow
switch mostly depends on the waiting time of a packet in the
system. With the increase in the waiting time, the performance
of an OpenFlow switch degrades. Hence, we need to evaluate
the maximum waiting time of a packet in an OpenFlow switch.

3) Results and Discussions: For simulation, we considered
that the packets enter through the ingress port of an OpenFlow
switch, and get forwarded randomly to any of the available
buffers, before getting matched against the ingress flow-tables.
Thereafter, based on the table-hit and table-miss entry, the pack-
ets are processed. Additionally, we consider that the packets,
which are forwarded to the SDN controller, get queued in the
ingress buffers as newly arrived packets.

From Fig. 3, we observe that the maximum arrival rate,
which can be handled by an OpenFlow switch, increases by
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Fig. 3. Maximum arrival rate per OpenFlow switch.

Fig. 4. Maximum waiting time per OpenFlow switch. In (a), (b), and (c), and in (d), (e), and (f), number of buffers are 2 and 6, respectively. Buffer size per
queue is 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0 mp in (a) and (d), (b) and (e), and (c) and (f), respectively.

Fig. 5. Minimum buffer size per OpenFlow ingress port. In (a), (b), and (c), and in (d), (e), and (f), number of buffers are 2 and 6, respectively. Packet arrival
rates are 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 mpps in (a) and (d), (b) and (e), and (c) and (f), respectively.

26.15%–30.4% with the increase in processing rate of an Open-
Flow switch by two times. Additionally, we observe that with
the increase in the number of buffers, the maximum packet ar-
rival rate per buffer decreases. However, the maximum packet
arrival rate in an OpenFlow switch remains the same, while con-

sidering that the buffer size of an OpenFlow switch is constant.
Therefore, we conclude that arrival rate of an OpenFlow switch
remains constant with fixed buffer size and fixed processing rate.

From Fig. 5, we observe that with the increase in the arrival
rate, the minimum buffer size requirement increases. On the
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Fig. 6. Maximum processing time per OpenFlow switch. In (a), (b), and (c), and in (d), (e), and (f), number of buffers are 2 and 6, respectively. Buffer size per
queue are 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0 mp in (a) and (d), (b) and (e), and (c) and (f), respectively.

other hand, for fixed arrival rate, with the increase in processing
rate, the buffer size requirement increases up to the process-
ing rate 0.03–0.35 mpps. Thereafter, the minimum buffer size
remains constant. Hence, we conclude that the optimum ar-
rival rate and processing rate of an OpenFlow switch lie in the
ranges 0.20–0.25 and 0.03–0.35 mpps, respectively. The mini-
mum buffer size required is in the range 0.67–0.80 mp.

Fig. 6 shows that for buffer size 0.75 mp, the processing
rate of an OpenFlow switch is less, while considering that the
packet arrival rate varies in the range of 0.15–0.25 mpps. On
the other hand, from Fig. 6, we infer that the packet processing
rate of an OpenFlow switch varies insignificantly. Hence, we
conclude that for the packet arrival rate in an OpenFlow switch
with rate 0.15–0.25 mpps, the optimum number of buffers is 2.
Additionally, the optimum buffer size of an OpenFlow switch is
0.75 mp, i.e., 1.125 GB, while considering that each packet is
of size 1500 B, as mentioned in Table II. In Fig. 4, we observe
that the packet waiting time is less for an OpenFlow switch with
buffer size 0.50 mp, as few packets get dropped due to insuffi-
cient buffer space at an OpenFlow switch. On the other hand, in
Fig. 4, we observe that the waiting time of an OpenFlow is sim-
ilar for OpenFlow switches with buffer size 0.75 and 1.00 mp.
Hence, we conclude that the minimum waiting time at an Open-
Flow switch can be ensured with buffer size of 0.75 mp, i.e.,
1.125 GB. These analytical results confirm with the OpenFlow
specification given in [15] and [23].

We maintain that the performance of an OpenFlow switch
can be improved with the packet arrival and processing rate of
0.20–0.25 and 0.03–0.35 mpps, respectively. On the other hand,
the optimum buffer size of an OpenFlow switch is 0.75 mp, i.e.,
1.125 GB, as observe using OPUS.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the optimum buffer size of an
OpenFlow switch in order to ensure quality-of-service in Open-
Flow systems. We analyzed the optimum packet arrival and

processing rates and the average waiting of packets in an Open-
Flow switch-based system. In the proposed scheme, we mod-
eled the architecture of an OpenFlow switch as a C-M/M/1/K/∞
queue, while considering that there are C ingress buffers. Each
buffer has K memory blocks in an OpenFlow switch. We ana-
lyzed the optimum number of buffers with the optimum value
of each buffer. Additionally, we evaluated the optimum packet
arrival and processing rates of an OpenFlow switch using the
proposed scheme, OPUS, in OpenFlow systems.

Future extension of this work is to design a scheme for im-
proving the queuing model with multiple OpenFlow switches,
and reducing waiting time or queuing delay in an OpenFlow sys-
tem, while ensuring proper utilization of TCAM memory in an
OpenFlow switch-based system. This work also can be extended
to visualize using SDN emulator such as Mininet, while con-
sidering real-time parameters—queuing delay for interswitch
communication and duration for flow-table update. In addition,
this work can be extended to understand how the queuing model
for group table functions in an OpenFlow switch-based system
with proper utilization of TCAM memory.
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